• Somewhere in the
region of Baan Saket a 25
strong gathering of
stalwarts took advantage
of the shady Laager site
and heard Hare Big Yin
waffle on about sign size
before sending the pack
in search of his fictitious
22 checks.

As we meandered along
the track it wasn’t long
before the first of these
was stumbled upon, I
followed Banana Bender
as he seemed to know
exactly where we were
supposed to go but we
soon hit a coconut and
did an about face,
someone else had the
same experience in the
opposite direction and it
took some minutes before
the plaintive call of the
lesser spotted Down Early
bird was heard at some
distance yelling ON ON
and despite that devious
Backcheck we were back
in business.

A babbling brook
was crossed without
problems and as we
gained the track
again the first SIGN
sent the VIPs off to
the left while the fully
fit individuals pressed
forward and shortly
came to the second
Split sign which saw
the Wankers turn left
while the Rambos
headed into the
distance and a
succession of
Checks including
another f*&^in’
Backcheck ho hum.

We eventually hit the
road and descended
into a field from which
we emerged none
the worse for wear
and we could sense
that the camp was
not too far in the
distance.
After coming across
the second VIPs only
sign our paper took us
up to the Elephant
Camp and eventually
On In was called and
No name Glynn
crossed the line first so
has the honour of
sporting the FRB
regalia next time
round.

With all accounted for
and thrapples
lubricated it was
decision time again
and thoughts on the
Hare’s performance
indicated a positive
verdict only for it all to
go to hell on a
handcart and Big Yin
was presented with the
Lavvy Seat.

The Rambosnitch, Go Round Again indicted
Down Early, Pink Willy, Banana Bender, No
name Glynn and Tangerine Man and all
took their punishment while NN Glynn
volunteered to take to the cubes.

• Forbeskin saw to it
that his criminals,
Roland, his lady Tiew,
and The Wee Yin also
got their
comeuppance,

• WY was back in to slurp
from her new boot and
although most of the amber
neck oil spilled out through
the ventilation holes she
managed, with the assistance
of DE, to empty the offending
footwear.

• The Virgins, Roland
and Tiew received our
customary welcome
and we hope to see
them again, DE was
back front and centre
to acknowledge
another year of the
clock and having
celebrated midweek
on several evenings,
she’d forgotten her
exact age.

Next week’s Hares,
Winkle and Forbeskin
brought the good news
that we’re all off to
Tom Kraut and we look
forward to that, there
will be some scrann
and we will be saying
“aufedersein” to Tubby
Twinky as the frisky
fräulein is returning to
the fatherland with half
a dozen of her canine
chums so we should all
turn up to bid her bon
voyage.
Nothin else so Circle
closed.

